Painting Workshops
WHAT HAPPENS
IN CLASS..?
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Drawing..
Relaxed and informal

Fun.!

Live in-class painting demonstrations

Tutored Art Classes

R

egular Half Day, Full Day and Weekend
Workshops available.. So what are you waiting for..?

OR.. Get a group together and Don can come to you

rkshop
Plan YourworOkswhonp toWsuoit your groups

Painting ‘n’

Drawing Lessons
Learn easy

“Tailor your own
erred location...”
needs at your pref
INFORMATION:

Heaps of practical hints, tricks and techniques
Award Winning Professional Artist tutoring
Friendly and nurturing environment
Express your inner creativity
A wide range of comprehensive workshops are available:-

Acrylics Oils Pastel
Charcoal Drawing
Full range of subjects including:-

Seascape Landscape Portrait Still Life
Cityscape Floral Pet Portrait Many more
Beginners to Experienced (All Welcome)

S

tep-by-step, easy to follow instruction gives better understanding
of Painting, Mediums, Subject, Colour Mixing, Brush Techniques,
Composition, Tonal Value, Perspective and much, much more..

In short, “Better paintings sooner in a friendly environment.”
..Plus lots of tips you just don’t find in text books..
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Call &
Book
NOW.!

Contact Don for
Workshop Schedules and Information

Contact Don.. (Phone Business Hours) or E-mail: info@painting-n-drawing-lessons.com
Web: www.painting-n-drawing-lessons.com
MOB: 0428 929 103 PO Box 274  Eumundi  4562 Qld

Ph: 07

547 11 554

Weekend
Workshops also
available

Don Milner demonstrates his painting techniques to an art  group

YES.. You can learn to Paint & Draw
+ improve your existing art skills
Explore your inner creativity..
Let Don Milner take you on a special
creative journey of self discovery and
show you a positive way forward to
fast-track your Artistic Success.
What students are saying..
“Don allows me to
express myself as I want
to paint, whilst showing
me the correct ways of
accomplishing the best
painting results.”
Thanks.. Suzie B
“Don’s workshops are always interesting, informative
very positive and happy no matter what medium we
are using.  Thank you..” Jillian C

PAiNTING ART Courses + TUTORED ART CLASSES
T
hese are complete Art Courses which offer every willing
student great opportunities to grow and develop their existing
painting and drawing abilities to much higher levels of proficiency
through carefully considered and well designed exercises which
help them achieve the skills to paint and draw better, sooner.
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All aspects of painting and drawing are covered in these
courses such as equipment, materials and how to use,
basic art principles including Design, Value, Colour choice &
Mixing, Brush Techniques, Shapes & Edges, & much more.

Offering personalised instruction through individual
attention in a friendly, small group atmosphere.

Suitable for adults - (Beginners to Intermediate) People just starting
out or those who already paint and want to learn more for better results.

  PORTRAIT

These courses and classes offer a positive way forward
“..You will be amazed at the great art you will produce..”

Create an accurate likeness portrait
then render it realistically
Mixing flesh colours   Interpret photos
Best work flow practise Where to start

Subjects covered include:-

  STILL LIFE

  LANDSCAPE
great painting and drawing techniques,
“Learn
from this multi-award winning, professional
artist with more than 35 years experience..
”

D

on is renowned for his generous and creative
painting workshops filled with great information
and techniques which encourages and inspires his
students to achieve fabulous results.
He has a real passion for painting and
has celebrated success with many sales and
exhibitions. Let Don take you on a special creative
journey of self discovery filled with great learning.

  DRAWING

  SEASCAPE

Capture the light, tone & form of your
subject using drawing techniques  
Shading and rendering   Choose Materials
Cross hatch - smudge   Rendering tones

Capture translucent light through
rolling waves on turquoise waters
Sun swept beaches   Rolling waves
Soft clouds   Sparkling waters

  CHARCOAL

  FLORAL

Bold & expressive, subtle & soft. Earthy
and wonderfully tactile.. Yummm..   
Rich darks shades   Blending tones
Moves like paint   Strong potent marks

Beautiful flowers in free flowing
arrangements, soft and delicate  
Voluminous blooms   Sensual colours
Blending soft tones   Composition

R PAINTING

CAROLE - FLOWE

QUALIFIED
AWARD WINNING
PROFESSIONAL ARTIST

The landscape in miniature. A great
introduction to learning good painting
Realistic fruit   Shining metal surfaces
Transparent glass   Arrange and compose

Explore the rich and vibrant colours of
our inspiring landscapes
Glowing textural rocks   Interpret photos
Sunset colours   Blending & scumbling

STUDENT PAINTING - LANDSCAPE

WENDY - PO

RTRAIT WORK

SHOP

RUBY - BY RHONDA

FLOWER PAINTING - STUDENT

LEARN to Paint & Draw - Beginners & Experienced - Helpful and Friendly
Mornings & Afternoons - Weekends - Live Demonstrations (Everyone Welcome)
LEARN HEAPS FROM EXPERIENCED... Artist - Painter - Tutor ..Don Milner

